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Present
District Council Representatives:
Peter McIlraith
Mayor Winton Dalley
Cr Nicole Reid
Christchurch City Council
Te Rūnanga o Ngai Tahu
Environment Canterbury:

South Canterbury
North Canterbury
Mid Canterbury
Cr Sara Templeton
Rebecca Clements
Cr Claire McKay
Cr Peter Scott
Canterbury District Health Board Dr Alistair Humphrey
Observer
Central Government Observer
Gwyn Morgan, MPI

In attendance
Alistair Patrick (Fit for Future Consultant)
Loretta Dobbs (MPI)
Mayor Donna Favel (Ashburton District Council)
Cr Stuart Wilson (Ashburton District Council)
Environment Canterbury: Lesley Woudberg (Team Leader Zone Facilitator), Stefanie Rixecker
(Director of Science), Dann Olykan (Team Leader CWMS), Chris Wikstrom (Project Manager),
Dennis Jamieson (Water Infrastructure), Mel Renganathan (Principal Strategy Advisor), Anita
Fulton (Senior Strategy Advisor), Barbara Nicholas (Contractor); and Elaine Greaves
(Committee Advisor).

Welcome
Chair, Hugh Logan, welcomed everyone to the meeting, including new Zone representatives
John Preece (Hurunui-Waiau), Rima Herber (Banks Peninsula), and Phil Driver (OrariTemuka-Opihi-Pareora) who were invited to introduce themselves to the Committee. Gwyn
Morgan was also welcomed as the Central Government Observer replacing Jo Buckner from
MPI.
Cr Sara Templeton opened the meeting with a karakia.
1.

Apologies
Apologies for absence were received and accepted from Murray Doak (MPI), Nick
Vincent (MFE), John Benn (DOC); and Benita Wakefield (Selwyn-Waihora Zone
Committee). Apologies for early departure were received and accepted from Cr Sarah
Templeton and Peter McIlraith.

2.

Conflicts of interest
The Register of Interests was circulated to members for updating and the Chair asked
new and current members to complete the form as appropriate.
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3.

Minutes of the previous meeting 12 February 2019
Refer pages 7 to 11 of the agenda

The Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee:
Confirmed the minutes of the Regional Water Management Committee meeting
held on 12 February 2019, as a true and correct record, subject to a correction
being made to Jane Demeter’s name.
Hugh Logan/Jane Demeter
CARRIED
4.

Matters arising

There were no matters arising from the minutes of the 12 February 2019 meeting of the
Canterbury Water Management Regional Committee.
5.

Exclusion of the Public from Part of the Committee Meeting
Refer to page 12 of the agenda.

Following discussion, the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional
Committee agreed, by general consensus:
1. To withdraw the motion to exclude the public from consideration of the
CWMS Fit for the Future Project report.
The Committee proceeded to consider item 1.1 of the Public Excluded Agenda – CWMS
Fit for the Future Project, as the first item for discussion as part of the open meeting.
6.

Items for Discussion

6.1

CWMS Fit for the Future Project
The Committee’s approval was sought to final advice contained in the draft report to
the Canterbury Mayoral Forum.
The Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee, by general
consensus:
1. Agreed to the proposed goals for 2025 and 2030 for the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy (CWMS).
2. Noted that an emerging work programme was being developed to support
the proposed goals, and that work programme would be designed to provide
an integrated response to the goals. The work programme would include a
mix of activities, including:
a.
b.
c.

On-ground and in-stream actions.
Research to focus, validate and report the actions and CWMS
outcomes; and
Would require multiple contributors.
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CWMS Team Leader, Dann Olykan acknowledged and thanked his colleagues’ contributions
to the project; and the Chair expressed thanks to Dann for all of his work in getting the project
to its current state.
Cr Sara Templeton retired from the meeting at 1.32pm and was absent for part of item 6.1 and
remaining agenda items (6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 7, 8 and 9).
The meeting was adjourned between 3.28pm and 3.40pm.
Ben Curry retired from the meeting at 3.58pm and was absent for part of item 6.1 and
remaining agenda items (6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 7, 8 and 9).
Peter McIlraith and Sandra Hampstead-Tipene retired from the meeting at 3.59pm and were
absent for part of item 6.1 and remaining agenda items (6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 7, 8 and 9).
6.2

CWMS Fit for Future – Priorities for the Regional Committee

Refer pages 13 to 15 of the agenda.

A small working group of the Committee provided an update on discussions around
future priorities, together with a summary of ideas for future work for discussion. The
suggestions were intended to act as a starting point to help work out the Committee’s
work programme for the next 1-2 years. It was suggested regional implementation plans
may be useful to consider what was intended to be done; what had been achieved, what
could be dropped; and what now needed to be done. It was also suggested the subgroup triage project work in relation to what would motivate people to change current
practises that would result in a better environment.
It was considered there was a need to reconnect with project work in a practical manner,
such as the long fin eel project, including farm site visits. In this regard, the Facilitator
advised a farm visit was proposed for 14 May 2019, noting an invitation would be
extended to Zone Committee members.
The Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee agreed, by
general consensus:
1. To note the outcomes of the discussion held by a small sub-group of its
Committee on 12 March 2019 on future priorities for the Regional Committee.
2. That the sub-group reconvene to flesh-out ideas for a future work programme,
and suggestions would form the main item for discussion at the next
Committee meeting.
3. Dann Olykan be asked to attend the sub-group meeting to provide supporting
material on strategic issues for the Committee.
6.3

Infrastructure Working Group – Fish Screen

Refer pages 16 to 18 of the agenda.

Ross Millichamp updated the Committee on work of the Fish Screen Technical Working
Group.
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It was noted the Working Group was divided on what standards to employ for screens
but was working on resolving the varying opinions. The divergent opinions were due to
differences between the original NIWA guidelines and rules currently in Schedule 2.
As relevant consents would be in place for existing (older) screens, consent renewal
time would provide an ideal opportunity for screens to be updated to new standards.
Ross Millichamp undertook to draft a letter to the Chair of Environment Canterbury for
the Committee Chair’s perusal.
The Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee resolved to:
1. Write to the Chair of Environment Canterbury, briefing him on progress made
to date by the Fish Screen Technical Working Group, asking that Council
urgently address the standard of existing fish screens in an attempt to bring
them into line with Schedule 2 policies as soon as possible.
2. Request Environment Canterbury to provide an update on the fish screen
compliance programme at the next Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee meeting.
Cr Peter Scott/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED
6.4

Update from
Committees

Central

Government

Agencies

and

Zone

Refer pages 19 to 20 of the agenda.
Lesley Woudberg presented an update on DOC activities around the CWMS water
zones over the last two months, together with upcoming events and issues.
In the absence of Benita Wakefield, Les Wanhalla spoke on behalf of Selwyn-Waihora
Zone Committee advising the Committee was now well placed to drive project work
within its area.
Carolyne Latham advised the Waimakariri ZIP Addendum had been approved and was
now with the planning team. There had been discussions around how the Plan was
shaping up and work was being done to prioritise projects in three catchments within the
zone. The Committee was currently reviewing its future role and refresh.
John Preece provided an update on the activities of Hurunui-Waiau Zone Committee,
including the way the Zone Committee works.
Phil Driver spoke on behalf of the Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora Zone Committee
regarding Plan Change 5 and acknowledged the great job staff had done. An action
plan was being considered to determine what projects could be implemented in the
community to motivate people to do things differently to affect change.
Rima Herber provided a brief update on Banks Peninsula Zone Committee activities,
including a trial to reduce sediment discharges from road cuttings.
Ted Howard advised the Kaikoura district was still in recovery mode. MPI projects were
proceeding and there was an issue around fresh water mātaitai (salinity). On a brighter
note, during a recent spring tide flood, scientists observed whitebait eggs in Lyall Creek.
As the high tide was not going to reach the eggs, a digger was brought in to create a
space for the tide, and the eggs were successfully carried back out to sea.
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Loretta Dobbs from MPI provided a brief update on the work they are doing with MFE
on freshwater and advised that a consultation document would be available by the end
of June 2019.
The Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee received the
updates.
Cr Nicole Reid retired from the meeting at 4.55pm and was absent for part of item 6.4
and items 7, 8 and 9 of the agenda.
7.

Facilitator’s Report

Refer pages 21 to 34 of the agenda.
An update was provided on event dates for 2019, together with progress on issues
previously raised, central government initiatives, omnibus plan change and recent media
coverage from across the region.
The Canterbury Waste Management Strategy Regional Committee noted the
Facilitator’s report.

8.

General Business
The Chair thanked and acknowledged the significant input from all members of the
Committee on the Fit For Future Project, noting that this was a major milestone on the
CWMS journey.

9.

Next Meeting
Tuesday 11 June 2019.

The meeting closed at 5.02pm with a karakia by Cr Peter Scott.

Confirmed

Date _______________

Chairperson _______________________________
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Agenda Item No: 5

Subject Matter:
Protecting & Enhancing Biodiversity
Mitigating & Adapting to Climate
Change
The Pohatu/Flea Bay Story

Report to:

CWMS - Target/s Areas

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee

Report by:

Ecosystem Health & Biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga

Date of Meeting:

Shireen and Frances Helps – Pohatu/Flea Bay
Lesley Woudberg – Team Leader CWMS
Facilitators

11 June 2019

Purpose
To provide an opportunity to discuss with landowners (Frances and Shireen Helps
Pohatu/Flea Bay), what motivates and enables them to protect and enhance the environment
and what are the things that frustrates them.
To provide an opportunity for the zone committee to discuss how some of the frustrations and
barriers that landowners experience can be overcome.

Recommendation
Use the information as the basis for discussion on landowner incentives.

Background
My Name is Shireen Helps from Pohatu/Flea Bay. I have felt compelled to write as I know
there is a protest to be staged on environmental and global warming issues. Our
conservation efforts at Pohatu/Flea Bay would be no secret. We have protected bush,
waterways and indigenous species with monitoring and predator control programs. We have
worked on voluntary conservation for over 40 years, extensive penguin conservation for 30
of those years. Our streams have just been tested and found to be in the top 10 for native
biodiversity due to our sensitive farming balancing farming with conservation values. We
have done a good job and are proud of our achievements.
So why am I writing?
If we hadn't have done all the protection of native vegetation in covenants and farm plans, if
we hadn't protected all our native biodiversity we would not be in the situation we are today.
We have a perfect balanced farm and even though we have won awards for our efforts this
is not recognised in legislation. We get no carbon credits and we will be forced to pay the fart
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tax! I am sorry but I will call it by no other name! More and more regulations come in making
our farm more and more unworkable. We have to control regrowth scrub on an annual basis
because so much grows so fast from our protected blocks and areas and we do still run a
working sheep and cattle farm. We feel now under attack and all because we had the
foresight to protect our special area early on and sort a way to keep things in balance.
You cannot keep punishing people like us who have made the effort at considerable
financial sacrifice. There has to be a way to award conservation efforts other than just
awards (pieces of paper) and then a kick in the teeth with another regulation that especially
hurts those who have made the effort to protect.
Please please find a way forward with some way of reward for protection work, Giving
carbon credits for native forest, or exemptions on certain properties. There has to be a way
to help us to keep doing what we have proven to do so well.
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Agenda Item No: 6

Subject Matter:
Big Issues

Report to:

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee

Report by: Lesley Woudberg, Team Leader,
Environment Canterbury

Date of Meeting:
11 June 2019

Purpose
A group discussion will take place around land owner incentives:
•
•

What are they?
How/who incentivises land owners?

Recommendation
That the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee:
1.

Discuss land owner incentives.
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Agenda Item No: 7

Subject Matter:
Fit for Future

Report to:

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee

Report by: Lesley Woudberg, Team Leader,
Environment Canterbury

Date of Meeting:
11 June 2019

Purpose
Chair, Hugh Logan will provide a verbal report back from the recent Mayoral Forum regarding
the Fit for Future project.

Recommendation
That the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee:
1. Receive the report back from the Mayoral Forum regarding the Fit for Future
project.
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Agenda Item No: 8

Subject Matter:

Report to:

Portfolio:
Freshwater Management

2019 Targets Report

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee
Report by: Dann Olykan
Team Leader, Strategy & Planning

Date of Meeting:
11 June 2019

Purpose
1. This paper provides an update on the CWMS 2019 Targets Progress Report which is
in being drafted for June 30. A draft of the report will be provided to committee
members prior to their meeting on 11 June 2019.

Recommendations
2. Regional committee is asked to:
a) provide feedback on the initial draft of the CWMS 2019 Targets Progress Report
b) nominate a task-group to provide feedback to Environment Canterbury on the full
draft and designed targets in early July.

Key points
3. The 2019 targets report will replicate the same structure and layout as the 2017 targets
report to ensure we have a consistent product.
4. Changes from the Fit for Future project will not be applied to the 2019 targets report.
5. The targets report will again focus on achievement towards the 2020 goals just as the
2017 report did.
6. The project remains on schedule. Focus is on developing written content for each
target area, sourcing updated data for charts and developing a supporting
communications plan.
7. Given the timing of this Regional Committee meeting, only a draft copy is available. It
is proposed that a task group is established to provide feedback of the final copy in
early July prior to the Mayoral Forum receiving the report.
8. A supporting communications plan will be aligned with the communications plan
developed for the Fit for Future project.

Key Dates
•
•

1 July 2019: Full design completed
9 August 2019: Mayoral Forum approval (receive)
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Agenda Item No: 9

Subject Matter:
Zone Committee Reports

Report to:

CWMS - Target/s Areas

Report by:

Date of Meeting:

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee
Zone committee Representatives

All

11 June 2019

Purpose
1. To find out from zone committees
a. What is working?
b. What is not working?
2. To identify any regional trends and gaps.
3. To identify any areas where the regional committee could add value.

Recommendations
That the Canterbury Water management Strategy Regional committee:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Receive the information.
Identify regional trends and gaps.
Identify where the regional committee can add value.
Identify what the regional committee will do.

Report
Table attached.
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KAIKOURA
Ted Howard

ZONE

WHAT IS WORKING WELL?

Particularly in the context of post-earthquake stress,
the natural tendency of all people to simplify complex
situations when stress is present results in
polarisation and a lack of understanding.

Conflict between different groups, and lack of
understanding.

WHAT IS NOT WORKING SO WELL?
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And we are living in extremely complex and rapidly
changing times, and few people have much idea of
the details of what is going on, but most people can
experience the losses of what they had and what
they valued, even if they find it more difficult to see
the improvements which are also present to some
degree. The complexity present is itself a threat to
understanding. Any attempt to oversimply will be
seen as an attack by some people on all sides of the
debate, that makes real consensus and progress
difficult, as the people at the table are seen by some
in their communities to have betrayed their values
(and once such a decision has been made in a high

Joint funding from MPI and ECan to earthquake
recovery work on the plains, resulting in a written
strategy, and actual work on the ground and in the
Specifically, in the case of freshwater mataitai
streams, recreating riffle beds as one example.
Some significant wetland restoration is under way, recently declared in two catchments, the lack of
understanding, and a perceived (if not actual) threat
with a second planting day next week.
to landowner property rights, is currently an issue in
the community.

The Waiau Toa/Clarence riverbed weed and pest
control strategy. Where there has been
coordination between agencies and landowners to
optimise the use of what funding is available to
maximise the on the ground control.

ACHIEVING THE CWMS TARGETS

ZONE COMMITTEE REPORTS 11 June 2019

Item 9 Attachment 1
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WAIMAKARIRI
Carolyne Latham

HURUNUI WAIAU
John Preece

There is a perception that the ZC has not been
particularly effective. Alongside this is a climate of
distrust into matters related to ECan, effectively fed
by a few media-savvy advocates, and perhaps ECan
have not always been perfect. Arising from this is a
request to ECan to commission a review into how the
ZC can operate better.
Resourcing to make things happen on the ground is
always an area of concern.

2. Immediate Steps Fund Update – 2018/19 funding fully utilised. Recent updates:
Ashley Rakahuri Rivercare Group – was recently recognised for raising the profile of endangered birds
nesting on the Ashley Rakahuri River, with an Australasian Wildlife Management award. IMS funding has
been provided to the group over the past three years for river island creation, predator trapping and weed
removal. A short recently produced documentary about the group is available at www.arrg.org.nz.
White Rock Mains – Duncan and Tina Mackintosh, Loburn, were the Regional Supreme Winners for the
2019 Canterbury Ballance Farm Environment Awards. IMS funding helped with the fencing of
approximately 80ha of native forest on their property that is now protected by a QEII National Trust
covenant.
Tuhaitara Coastal Park – Substantial IMS funding has been provided over a number of years for weed
control and wetland management in the park. Adjacent commercial pine blocks now being harvested by
Waimakariri District Council (WDC) are providing new opportunities to extend native regeneration areas
and increase recreation.
Easterbrook Group – Site preparation and fencing has commenced to improve 1.8km of springhead and
stream running through 12 properties. IMS funding is assisting with the works. Obtaining consent for
works has been a challenge, and needs to be made easier for these types of projects.

1. Waimakariri Plan Change 7 – Schedule 1 consultation on the draft plan change has recently been
completed.

Of recent times there has been some healthy and
robust discussion around wetlands which has
considerably moved forward the previous situation
with regard to wetlands - effectively it had been
taken off the ZC Agenda. Some projects are now
being identified which will enable actual on the
ground progress.

stress context it can be almost impossible to
reverse).
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CHRISTCHURCH WEST
MELTON
Les Wanhalla

•

•

•

Promoting innovative action on contamination of
streams by heavy metals
Promoting the concept that everyone has a role
to play to improve contamination by stormwater
eg. everyone can be a Stormwater Super Hero
Partnering with the Waterways Centre to share
knowledge and understanding of Christchurch’s

•

•

Finding a place where the ZC can add value in a
crowded community group landscape
Linking with Christchurch City Council action on
the ground – the Council is such a “big beast”

6. ZC Refresh – A zone committee refresh is being undertaken in June. A new Iwi representative, John
Cooke, has recently joined the committee. David Ashby the committee chair has advised he will be
stepping down from the position in June.

5. Sub-Catchment Management Plans - Throughout the ZIPA the ZC makes it very clear that SubCatchment Management Plans are seen as the best way to implement on the ground actions in the short
and long term to contribute to the direction and goals of the CWMS. This was supported by the
community engagement. Little traction has been gained in 2019 so far on progressing the plans, with the
ZC only just confirming in May which sub-catchments were to be prioritised. Ecan resources don’t appear
to have been available to drive this forward at the pace expected, hampering progress.
The ZC has recently received a one page diagram and plan used for Lyell Creek sub-catchment by the
Kaikoura Zone Committee, which may form a template or starting point for the Waimakariri plans.
Christchurch City Council sub-catchment plans are also being used as an example. It is proposed to draft
up the structure of a sub-catchment plan and consult with the communities, Iwi and other groups in each
sub-catchment to identify their aspirations and use their local knowledge so that coordinated actions will
result in improvements. Ecan and other groups, organisations and individuals also have various projects
already underway which will be incorporated into the plans. It has been proposed that each subcatchment will have a Zone Committee member as its “champion”.

4. Waimakariri District Council Support – WDC have allocated funds in their 19/20 annual plan towards
actioning Zone Implementation Addendum recommendations within their jurisdiction.

3. Denitrification Wall Update – ESR are testing a small scale woodchip denitrification wall in a shallow
gravel aquifer adjacent to Silverstream north of Christchurch. Silverstream is a waterway that has
elevated nitrate levels. The wall is so far proving effective at filtering nitrate from an average of 6-7mg/l
down to less than 1mg/l, however it is more suited to treating a plume or hot spot rather than reducing
nitrate on a broader scale.
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UPPER WAITAKI
Sandra Hampstead-Tipene
LOWER WAITAKI
Sandra Hampstead-Tipene

ORARI, TEMUKA, OPIHI,
PAREORA
Phil Driver

ASHBURTON
Ben Curry

SELWYN WAIHORA
Benita Wakefield

BANKS PENINSULA
Rima Herber

•

•

•

•

•

ZC providing community advice and assistance to
Ecan on the proposed Ashburton River consent
review
ZC providing community advice to Ecan, landowners
and rūnanga on a work programme to tackle rising
nutrient issues in the Ashburton Lakes
ZC providing community advice to Ecan on Carters
Creek investigation (WQ – impact for Lake Hood) due
to start in Aug 2019

water systems with the community
eg. 2x bus trips 70 people
Quarterly reports to the Christchurch City Council
on actions and highlighting issues the council
could help to resolve
Immediate Steps funding/projects

The 3 rūnanga reps have expressed concern over the
delivery of the CWMS objectives and how there is bias
towards the farming/landowner sector.

Agenda Item No: 10

Subject Matter:

Report to:

CWMS - Target/s Areas

Report by:

Date of Meeting:

Update from central government

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee
MPI, MFE, DOC

All

11 June 2019

Purpose
Provide an update on water issues from a central government perspective.

Recommendation
That the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee:
1.

Receive the update from central government.

Budget Announcements
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/transforming-economy

Ministry for the Environment Report
Essential Freshwater Programme
The Essential Freshwater work programme has three key objectives:
•

stopping further degradation and loss - to both stop further degradation of New
Zealand's freshwater and achieve improvements within five years

•

reversing past damage - promoting restoration activity to bring New Zealand's
freshwater to a healthy state within a generation

•

addressing water allocation issues - working to achieve efficient and fair allocation of
freshwater resources, having regard to all interests including Māori, and existing and
potential new users.

National direction – Freshwater NPS and NES
As the main source of national direction about how councils should carry out their
responsibilities for managing freshwater, the National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management (NPS-FM) directs regional councils to consider specific matters and meet
certain requirements when they are developing regional plans for freshwater. The revised
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NPS-FM is intended to improve regional planning by ensuring all aspects of ecosystem
health are managed, and give additional direction on how to proceed where there is
uncertainty. It is also intended to clarify and simplify the NPS-FM.
The proposed National Environmental Standard for Freshwater Management (Freshwater
NES) is intended to provide clear and specific direction on resource use, in particular where
rapid action is required.
Some of the issues being considered in the development of the NES and NPS are:
•
•
•
•
•

how we strengthen Te Mana O Te Wai as the framework for freshwater
management
how to better provide for ecosystem health (water, fish and plant life)
how we can better protect wetlands and estuaries
ways to control high-risk farming activities and limit intensification
support to improve farm management practices

Alongside this work, we are making progress with the mapping of vulnerability, risks and
pressures in each catchment across New Zealand. This is likely to be shared as part of the
consultation.
Subject to cabinet approval, we currently expected to begin public consultation on this work
in late July.
Feedback on this discussion document will help shape further work on developing the system.
Information about the essential freshwater package is on our website. For more info email
freshwater@mfe.govt.nz.

Department of Conservation Report (attached)

Ministry of Primary Industries
No report received.
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Item 10 Attachment 1

Department of Conservation (DOC):
Update for the

Canterbury Regional Water Committee Meeting
(11 June 2019)
John Benn
CWMS Co-ordinator
Department of Conservation
Christchurch
jbenn@doc.govt.nz
_________________________________________________________________________

DOC activities around the CWMS water zones over the last two months:
•

In early April, DOC hosted a collaborative three-day effort to remove brown and
rainbow trout, upstream of two trout barriers installed in small tributaries of Fork
Stream, in the Mackenzie Basin. Staff from DOC (Twizel & National Offices), ECan,
NZ Defence Force, local landowners and a volunteer were involved. One of the fish
barriers was funded by Immediate Steps, through the Upper Waitaki Water Zone
Committee. A DOC intranet news-article on the project, by Dean Nelson (Senior
Biodiversity Ranger/Project River Recovery; Twizel), is attached.

•

On 17 May, the Upper Waitaki Zone Committee along with other stakeholders and
community groups, went on a field trip to Lake Middleton; a recreation
reserve/campground that has recently been de-vested from the Waitaki District
Council to DOC. Topics discussed were the past & future management of the lake
and campground; intrinsic values around the lake (biodiversity, landscapes,
recreation), water quality, and projects the local community and volunteers could be
involved with, such as weed control. DOC produced a report on the lake’s values as
a handout for those who attended.

•

Janine Sidery (Acting Statutory Manager, Christchurch office) attended the last
BRAG meeting held on 20 May.

•

Rachel Brown (Community Relations; Mahaanui/Sockburn Office) continues to attend
the Selwyn/Waikirikiri River Working Party meetings.

•

Duncan Toogood (Operations Manager, Geraldine Office), along with Sarah
Eddington (Environmental Committee Chair, Te Rūnanga o Waihao), jointly wrote to
Bill Bayfield (CEO, ECan) on 29 May regarding the draft protocols for opening the
Waihao Box, and possible improvements that could be made with regards to natural
and cultural values in the area (whilst acknowledging the important flood alleviation
function of the box).

•

DOC has been raising an RMA/Land & Water Plan issue at recent water zone
meetings, which it hopes can addressed in the upcoming Ominbus Plan Change (PC
7). There was a recent incident in Christchurch where a contractor who was clearing
weeds out of an urban drain, left numerous eels/tuna on the bank to die. According to
ECan’s investigating officer’s report, no rules had been broken so no action could be
taken. DOC sees this as a major deficiency in the regional rules and to stop such
fish-kills happening again, the rules need strengthening in the upcoming plan
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change: A major focus of PC7 is improved protection for indigenous freshwater
species.
___________________________________________________________________

DOC Intranet Article (Dean Nelson, Senior Biodiversity Ranger, Twizel)

In early April, a group of staff were involved in a cooperative threeday effort to remove brown and rainbow trout from above two trout
barriers installed in small tributaries of Fork Stream in the
Mackenzie Basin.
This was truly a collaborative effort with staff from the Twizel Office (Adriana Theobald, Jemma
Welch and Dean Nelson) and the national Freshwater Team (Sjaan Bowie, Jane Goodman, Nixie
Boddy, Katie Collins and Natasha Petrove) working together with staff from Environment
Canterbury (ECan) the NZ Defence Force (NZDF) and a volunteer.

The Team on day two. Back: Dean, Chloe, Jenna, Rob, Natasha, Katie, Nixie. Front: Sjaan, Jane, Ross and
Tira

One barrier is on NZDF land and was installed in April 2017 in a joint funding arrangement with
DOC, while the other barrier is on leasehold land managed by Will and Emily Murray of
Glenmore Station. This one was funded by DOC and ECan through their Immediate Steps
funding programme in May 2018. As it takes a while to drive into the site, we based ourselves for
two nights in a classic musterers hut, courtesy of Will and Emily.
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Trout barrier on a small side stream.

We are trying to protect three species of non-migratory pencil galaxiids, two of which are
endemic to the Mackenzie Basin. They are the nationally vulnerable bignose galaxias (Galaxias
macronasus) and upland longjaw galaxias Waitaki River (Galaxias aff. prognathus “Waitaki”) as
well as the naturally uncommon alpine galaxias (Galaxias paucispondylus)
These fish do not get much bigger than 80 mm in length so consequently they are very
vulnerable to predation by brown and rainbow trout. (see photo) Trout are invading their last
remaining habitats which are often small, spring-fed tributaries of larger river systems. The only
current way to protect them permanently is to build a trout barrier and then remove all of the trout
above it.

The offender - brown trout eating bignose galaxias.

This trip coincided with a spell of clear weather but also the first good frosts of the Mackenzie
winter. Warm clothes, gloves and good sleeping bags were the order of the day as most people
opted to sleep in tents around the hut. The frosty starts each morning were negated by bacon
and eggs off the barbeque and then the appreciation of working in an incredibly beautiful highcountry valley.
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With four electric fishing machines available, at times in the wider parts of the streams we were
using three machines with up to five net-holders to stretch across the water.

Making sure no trout get through - electric fishing with two machines

Over the three days, 521 brown and rainbow trout were relocated to the main stem of Fork
Stream. More importantly in one of the sites, by the time we were completing the fifth pass
through parts of the stream on the third day, we were only getting two or three trout in each run.

The anticipated outcome – schools of juvenile bignose galaxias.

A follow-up visit in early May, prior to trout spawning will confirm whether we have been
successful in getting rid of the bulk of the fish. Ideally, we would like to try to remove trout using
electric fishing rather than having to resort to the use of rotenone. The outcome, if successful,
should be schools of juvenile galaxiids hanging out in the pools and backwaters in spring and
early summer.
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The magic of working in Fork Stream.
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Agenda Item No: 11

Subject Matter:

Report to:

CWMS - Target/s Areas

Report by: Lesley Woudberg, Team Leader,

Date of Meeting:

Facilitator’s Report

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee

Environment Canterbury

All

11 June 2019

Purpose
Provide the Regional Committee with information on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dates for meetings and events
Progress – issues raised in previous meetings
Central government initiatives
Environment Canterbury’s decision to declare a climate change emergency
Regional Committee field trip 14 May 2019
Recent media stories from across the region.

Recommendation:
That the Canterbury Water Management Regional Committee:
1. Notes the Facilitators report.

Report
1. Dates, Meeting and Events
Dates 2019
9 April
11 June
9 July
13 August
1st week Sept
10 September
8 October
12 October
12 November
10 December

Meetings and Events
Regional Cmtt meeting
Expect final sign off – Fit for Future Project
Regional Cmtt meeting
Regional Cmtt Working Groups
Regional Cmtt meeting
Fish Screen Working Group mtg
Option ½ day Field visit (TBC)
Regional Cmtt meeting
Regional Cmtt Working Groups (TBC)
Local Govt Elections
Regional Cmtt meeting (TBC)
Option Field visit – drinking water protection zones (TBC)
Regional Cmtt Working Groups (TBC)
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2. Progress - Issues Raised During Previous Meetings
ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS
MEETINGS

Who

Status

12 Dec 2017

Weed Strike Force
Weed control Te
Waihora

Interested in progress and
alternatives to the use of
chemical sprays

Ongoing discussion with
DOC and research
institutions on alternatives to
chemical sprays

13 Mar 2018

Urban Water

Govt –3 Waters Review

Eta detailed proposals for 3
Waters June/July 2019

3 Waters
Drinking, Waste
Storm Water

https://www.dia.govt.nz/T
hree-waters-review

11 Dec 2018

Water Usage
Compliance
Monitoring

Request report back to cmtt
on progress second half of
2019.
Info cmtt interested included
grades for regionally signif
takes, % of telemetered
takes, trend info

Update scheduled Nov 2019

12 Feb 2019

Fit for Future –
Priorities for the Reg
Cmtt

Request time for the cmtt to
discuss their priorities for the
next 1-2years

Began discussion 12 March,
whole cmtt discussion 9 April
and 14 May

3. Central Government
INITIATIVE

ETA

3 Waters Review

June/July

National Environmental Standard - Drinking Water
National Policy Statements – Freshwater Amendments
National Policy Statement – Biodiversity Amendments
Resource Management Act Amendments
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July
TBC
TBC
TBC

4. Environment Canterbury & the Climate Change Emergency
16th May 2019 Environment Canterbury declared a climate change emergency. Below is the
decision and the current and future actions of the Council;
Climate Emergency Declaration
Resolved
That the Council:
1. notes that Environment Canterbury has long acknowledged the importance of and
urgent need to address climate change for the benefit of current and future generations
2. notes that Environment Canterbury already demonstrates leadership in the face of
climate change, including incorporating climate change considerations into Council’s
work programmes and decisions; working with regional partners to ensure a
collaborative response; advocating and engaging with Central Government; and leading
by example in reducing our in-house emissions
3. notes that climate change does not satisfy the definition of an “emergency” under the
Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act 2002, and that a declaration of a
“climate emergency” has no other inherent statutory or legal implications; however such
a declaration may further highlight Environment Canterbury’s belief in the importance
and urgency of addressing climate change
4. notes that further information on Environment Canterbury’s recent and planned climate
change response is provided in Attachment A
5. affirms the following statement:
“Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of and urgent need to address
climate change for the benefit of current and future generations.
• The science is irrefutable – climate change is already impacting ecosystems and
communities around the world, with increasingly frequent and severe storms, floods
and droughts; melting polar ice sheets; sea level rise and coastal inundation and
erosion; and impacts on biodiversity including species loss and extinction.
• The IPCC’s Special Report in October 2018 stated that we have twelve years to turn
greenhouse gas emissions around to limit global warming to the Paris Agreement
target of 1.5-degrees, or face an uncertain future. This requires ‘rapid and far-reaching
transitions in energy, land, urban and infrastructure (including transport and buildings),
and industrial systems’1.
• Everyone has a role to play in delivering the change required.
As such, Environment Canterbury declares a climate emergency and commits to
continue to:
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• robustly and visibly incorporate climate change considerations into Council
work programmes and decisions
• provide strong local government leadership in the face of climate change,
including working with regional partners to ensure a collaborative response
• advocate strongly for greater Central Government leadership and action on
climate change
• increase the visibility of our climate change work
• lead by example in monitoring and reducing Council’s greenhouse gas
emissions.”
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5. FARM ENVIRONMENT PLANS AND AUDITS – FIELD TRIP
14 May 2019
“Are they just paper or are they promoting real change?”
FEP Audit – ‘25 years in the making’
•
•
•
•
•
•

1990’s – Concepts initially developed by the NOSLaM Group
2005 – Included as resource consent requirement for NOIC scheme
2010 - First used in Canterbury – Morven Glenavy Ikawai Scheme
2013 - Included as collective requirement under HWRRP
2014 – LWRP - Included as irrigation scheme and individual consent requirement
2019 – PC5 new provisions - requirements
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6. Media

News Room 31/5/2019 - commentary on the government budget as it relates to water

Devil’s in the detail for
big water plan

A $229 million water clean-up plan sounds impressive but it’s left many scratching their heads.
David Williams reports.
Pull your gummies out of a boggy waterway and watch as the sediment cloud grows. That muddy
plume is about as clear as yesterday’s Budget announcement on a $229 million waterways and
wetland clean-up.
It’s acknowledged the issue’s getting serious money. “It’s a good figure,” says Martin Taylor, the
chief executive of lobby group Fish & Game. What’s not clear – at least not yet – is what it means.
Finance Minister Grant Robertson said yesterday the so-called sustainable land use package will
“invest in projects to protect and restore at-risk waterways and wetlands, and provide support for
farmers and growers to use their land more sustainably”.
Taylor: “We’re wondering is it just to assist monitoring? Or, actually, can it go to farmers for
transition? It sounded like that, from what Grant said.”
Federated Farmers’ dairy chair Chris Lewis is also unsure how the money will be spent. Will it be
“wasted on administration and bureaucracy”, he cynically ponders, or given directly to farmers to
“achieve great things”?
“It didn’t mean anything to me,” Lewis says. “Potentially it could mean wonderful things,
potentially it could mean nothing.”
(The policy’s term wasn’t stated either. Environment Minister David Parker’s office confirms it’ll be
spent over four years.)
“It’s hard to know how successful it will be.” – Jenny Webster-Brown
University of Canterbury’s Jenny Webster-Brown, the director of the University of Canterbury’s
Centre for Freshwater Management, is adamant about how the money shouldn’t be spent. “As
long as it’s not supporting the primary sector to do more of what it does now, I think that’s the key
thing.”
The Budget announcement is directly connected to last month’s Environment Aotearoa report,
she says.
That report underlined what we already knew – that farming pollution and water takes are major
issues for rural rivers, streams and lakes. (Urban waterways fare no better.)
The Budget announcement foreshadows direct intervention in catchments that are already in
quite serious trouble. “The devil will be in the detail, won’t it?” Webster-Brown says. “It’s hard to
know how successful it will be.”
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Waterways will respond in different ways, over different timeframes, she says. Farm pollution
seeping into slow-moving groundwater systems – like in the central North Island, Waikato and
Canterbury – will take a long time to fix.
The easy gains could come from areas where surface water pollution comes predominantly from
runoff – when intense rain runs across a farm’s surface, collecting contaminants along the way.
“That is a clear and obvious and preventable effect,” Webster-Brown says.
(She was disappointed the Budget made no mention of the loss of fertile soils to housing, and
the declining quality of rural drinking water supplies.)
Regional councils under scrutiny
Improving waterways is a big focus for the Government. It wants noticeable improvements within
five years (a term stretching beyond the next election, of course) through greater controls on
intensive farming and reining in risky activities, like intensive winter grazing.
A new national policy statement on freshwater – set by central Government and implemented by
regional councils – is expected in July. It’s thought some of the money announced yesterday will
be applied to whatever’s announced then.
In the Budget, Robertson talked about better compliance and enforcement by councils, and
addressing “capability gaps and inconsistent practices” in developing and implementing
freshwater rules. Fish & Game’s Taylor is hot on that topic.
“The biggest issue in all of this is the performance of regional councils,” he says, claiming that
councils like Horizons, Otago and Environment Southland “don’t want to shift”. “It’s a huge sea
change that needs to take place within rural New Zealand and it has to be driven and led by
regional councils.”
Is that fair? To an extent, says Bay of Plenty regional councillor Stuart Crosby.
Crosby, the vice president of Local Government New Zealand and a former Tauranga mayor, says
the responsibilities for enforcing freshwater rules lie with regional councils and, yes, they’ve got a
bigger role to play. That’s why Parker’s put them on notice to enforce the current rules proactively
to improve water quality.
The work of councils should be acknowledged, Crosby says – “they definitely haven’t been sitting
on their hands” – and the rural community has made great strides. And compliance and
enforcement is “just one component” of improving water quality. The goal isn’t enforcement, he
says, but “voluntary endeavours”, especially to improve waterways on private property.
“Instead of chucking words at us they’re better off to join forces and achieve great outcomes.” –
Chris Lewis
For his part, Lewis, of Federated Farmers, is sick of finger-pointing and farmers being slagged off.
“This sort of rhetoric was probably valid 10 years ago, when farmers had their heads stuck in the
sand,” he says. “But nowadays farmers are well-educated in this stuff.”
Environmental gains are close to home for Lewis. He milks about 1000 cows, and has some beef
cattle and grows maize at Lewisridge Farm, about half an hour’s drive from Te Awamutu, in the
Waikato.
On Monday, children from Pukeatua School planted 800 manuka on a fenced-off area of the
property, taking the total number of trees planted there to 22,800 over the last five years. He’s
noticing the benefits of some of that work now – “I can see some of those streams are crystal
clear”.
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Lewis doesn’t try to sugar-coat it. There’s no question some rivers are getting worse, while others
are stabilising and, for some, water quality is increasing. It’s getting stuck in and doing the work
that counts, he says.
“These so-called environmentalists, instead of chucking words at us they’re better off to join
forces and achieve great outcomes. We all want the same thing.”
Well, as long as better water quality doesn’t “unfairly” hit farmers in the pocket. “It’s actually
about spending the dollars on the problem.”
Time for tough love?
Some farmers are undoubtedly doing the right thing and deserve taxpayer help. But the idea of a
fix coming from an entirely voluntary regime, as suggested by Bay of Plenty regional councillor
Crosby, seems naive and far-fetched.
Victoria University of Wellington’s Mike Joy, arguably the country’s most prominent freshwater
ecologist, reckons our waterways didn’t need to become so polluted that the country’s swept with
a summer epidemic of no-swim warnings. He blames central and regional authorities for failing to
stop the pollution pouring into our waterways for decades.
Webster-Brown, from the University of Canterbury, isn’t averse to a little tough love for intensive,
polluting farms. She thinks the writing’s on the wall for such operations, noting a shift by
consumers to more environmentally friendly products.
“They would go out of business if they keep operating the way they operate now.”
(Newsroom columnist Rod Oram has, for years, been writing about the increasing prominence of
food and agriculture in climate negotiations – and the enormity of the challenge facing New
Zealand farmers.)
Perhaps Kiwi farmers would find better opportunities in producing high-end products with a
“good, green reputation”, Webster-Brown suggests, rather than “just producing milk powder the
whole time”.
“Obviously you can’t make a switch like that overnight, and you can’t make it without someone
having to make a financial hit in the short-term. But it’s a long game, isn’t it? It’s looking at what
the next generation will have to enjoy.”
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